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ABSTRACT

Intensitiesof positronsspecularlydiffracted from Cu(111)were measured

at the Brandeispositronbeam facility and analyzed in the energy range

8eV<E<134eVfor angles of incidence8 = 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 52, 57, and

60 degrees. These intensitieswere calculatedfor the known geometry of

Cu(111) using a dynamicalmultiplescatteringmethodology. Above E = 50eV

this methodologygives a useful accountof the measured intensitiesusing a

constant imaginaryopticalpotentialof Vi = 4eV. At lower energies strong

energy dependencesoccur associatedboth with multiple elasticscattering

phenomenawithin atomic layersof Cu parallelto the surfaceand with the

thresholdsof inelasticchannels (e.g.,plasmon creation). Use of the free

electron calculationof Vi shows that energy dependence of inelasticprocesses

is necessaryto obtain a satisfactorydescriptionof the absolutemagnitude

of the diffracted intensitiesbelow E = 50eV. Detailed comparisonof the

calculated and observed diffractionintensitiesrevealsthe necessity of

incorporatingsurface lossprocessesexplicitly into the model in order to

achievea quantitativedescriptionof the measured intensitiesfor E<4OeV and

8>40°.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years low-energy positron diffraction (LEPD) intensities have

revealed themselves to be amenable to quantitative analysis analogous to low-

energy electron diffraction (LEED) intensities.l"5 Moreover, LEPD has been

utilized to determine the atomic geometries of the cleavage faces of CdSe6'7

in parallel with LEED, and the differences between the two have been

analyzed.5'7'8 These data and analyses have spanned a limited range of angles

of incidenceand beam energies,however,being largely confinedeither to

high energies1-4 or near-normalincidence6'7 for which bulk inelasticloss

processes are expectedto dominate the imaginarypart of the opticalpotential

used to analyze the measured intensities.9"12Our purposein this paper is

to examine the adequacyof a model calculationbased on bulk loss processes

alone for the descriptionof LEPD intensitiesfrom Cu(111)at low energies

(E<5OeV) and at high angles of incidence (30°<_8<_60°). A schematic diagram of

the Cu(lll) surface geometry and the resulting positron diffraction pattern

is given in Figure I. We also test for the existence of intralayer scattering

resonances 13'14 at low energies (E<.3OeV)because the small or negative real

inner potential for positrons should render these resonances directly

observable in the measured diffracted intensities. Surface barrier resonances

have been predicted 15'15 at low energies, but either the inelastic collision

damping is too large or the resolution of the data is too low to observe them

in our data.

We proceed by outlining the procedures used to obtain the LEPDdata in

Section II and the calculation of the LEPDintensities in Section III. Section

IV consists of a comparison of the calculated and measured intensities for

the specularly reflected beam. A discussion of the origins of the

discrepancies between the two is given in Section IV. The paper concludes

with a synopsis,

II. EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

A monoenergetic positron beam of 2mmdiameter and 2° divergence over the

energy range 5 - 200 eV was obtained from a Co-58 positron source and W(IIO)
17

moderator followed by two stages of reflection-mode brightness enhancement.

The Cu(lll) samples were treated in UHV (2xlO "I0 torr) with ion bombardment

and annealing cycles. Auger analysis was used to ensure that the surfaces
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remained clean with less than 24 of a monolayercontaminationover the duration

of each measurement,which is sufficientto make the beam intensityprofiles

essentially invariantto surfacecontaminationduring a run. The method of

detecting the scattered,as well as the incidentpositron beam, is discussed

in detail in Ref. 18. Briefly,a channel electronmultiplier array with a

position sensitiveresistivechannelencoderwas placed to the side of the

beam axis and positronswere scattered/diffractedinto the detector. Using

suppressor grids on the detectorand monitoringthe diffractedpositronangular

distributionensured that we could accuratelymeasure the specular (00)

diffracted beam over the incidentbeam 5 - 200 eV interval. The incident

beam flux as a functionof energywas monitoredwith the same detectorarray

by swinging an electrostaticmirror into the beam line, in the sample position,

and recording the mirrored counts versus incidentenergy. By dividingthe

diffracted beam counts by the mirrored countswe were able to obtain accurate

diffraction intensities(I-V profiles)withouthaving to know the detector

efficiency as a functionof energy. Data was obtained in a multiscalingmode

with a typical energy scan being repeated at least ten times to minimize any

possible beam drift effects.

III. MODEL CALCULATIONS

An approximatemultiple-scatteringmodel of the low-energyposition

diffraction process3 was used to calculatethe diffracted intensities.This

model is embodied in a seriesof computerprograms in which the scattering

species are representedby phase shifts in terms of which the LEPD intensities

from the surface are evaluated. The scatteringamplitudesassociatedwith

the uppermost few atomic layersare evaluatedexactly, as are those of each

of the individualatomic layersbeneath. These amplitudesare superposedand

weighted by appropriatephase factorsto obtain the diffractedintensities.

Convergence tests are utilizedto determinethe dependenceof the calculated

intensitieson the total number of atomic layers,the number of atomic layers

in which multiple scatteringis treatedexactly,and the numberof phase shifts

used to describe the electron-ion-corescattering. Twelve atomic layerswere

used throughout. Typicallythe scatteringwithinthe uppermostsix are treated

exactly but for E<4OeV we often extendedthis treatmentto as many as nine

top layers, as required.
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The positron-ion-core interaction is described by a one-electron muffin-

tin potential. The crystal potential is formed from a superposition of

overlapping atomic electronic charge densities. These charge densities are

obtained via self-consistent solutions to the Dirac equation for the individual

atomic species. 19'20 Given the charge densities, the phase shifts are

evaluated by solving the Schrodinger equation for positrons without exchange.

A muffin-tin approximation to the crystal potential is imposed prior to the

calculation of the phase shifts. Details of tile calculational procedure are

given by Weiss et al.3 A comparison of the resulting potentials and phase

shifts with the corresponding ones for electrons is presented by Duke and
8Lessor.

The electron-positron irteraction is incorporated into our model via a

complex inner potential well with constant real and imaginary parts, Vo and Vi ,.

respectively. For incident positron energies above E : 40eV the values Vo=O

and Vi=4eV yield good descriptions of the observations, as suggested by an

earlier analysis of a more limited set of data. 3 We also calculated the

diffracted intensities using values of Vi obtained from the positron self-

energy calculation of Oliva. I0 Above E - 40eV this model predicts intensities

comparable to those obtained using Vi:4eV, but near and below the plasmon

emission threshold the predictions of the two models differ significantly.

The atomic geometry of the surface unit cell is given in Figure I. The

layer spacings are taken from the LEED analysis of Lindgren et al.21 Lattice

vibrations were taken into account by renormalizing the positron atom-core

vertex with the use of a Debye-Waller factor. 22'23 The calculations were

made with squared lattice vibration amplitudes corresponding to a Debye

temperature (8D) of 343 K and a temperature (T) of 30OK.

IV. COMPARISONOF MEASUREDANDCALCULATEDINTENSITIES

The first task that confronted us in initiating a new calculation for

Cu(lll) was the verification that we recovered the results of prior analyses.

In Figure 2 we show a comparison of our calculated specular reflected

intensities with the previously published data at an angle of incidence 6=30°

and azimuthal angle of _=60° reported by Rosenberg, Weiss, and Canter 24 and

by Weiss et al.3 Weiss et al 3 described their calculated intensities as

providing a good representation not only of the measured intensities for



E>4OeV but also of prior calculationsby Jona et alI and by Read and Lowy.2

The calculationsof Weiss et al3 are reproducedexactly for the Vi=4eV model

(solid curve in Figure 2). Differencesbetweenexperimentand calculation,

above 140 eV may be attributableto an unsubtractedbackground. The

calculationsusing a model embodyingVi obtained from OlivaI0 (cross-dashed

curves in Figure 2) provide a comparablerepresentationof the data with some

small differencesin isolatedenergy regions (e.g., near E=7OeVand 180eV).

Overall, Figure 2 revealsthat our present (fullyconverged)calculations

reproducequantitativelyprior resultsusing both of the "standard"models in

the literature,as describedin Section III.

Given our recovery of prior results,we next examinedthe extent to which

our two "standard"models, i.e., Vi=4eV and Vi obtained from Oliva,10 describe

specular diffractionfor larger anglesof incidence. New data, at an azimuthal

angle of _=24° rather than _=60°, were obtainedfor this purposeat 8 = 25°,

30° 35: 40° 45° 50° 52° 57° and 60° More extensivedata were obtainedI I I ! ; I , I •

at 8 : 30°, _0°, 50°, and 57° than at the other angles of incidence,so we

show the analysisof these data in the figurespresentedherein.

The resultsof our analysisfor E>_3OeVare shown in Figure3.

Qualitativelythey are comparableto those shown in Figure2 (for_=60°)

although not so good in detail as for that high symmetry azimuth (possibly

due to small errors in _ or 8 in the experimentallymeasurementsand/or the

finite acceptanceanglesof the detector). An importantresultfrom Figure 3

is the use of differentscalingfactors,f, of the calculatedto experimental

curves in Figure 3 at differentvalues of 8. Specifically,f = 1.0, 0.5,

0.18, and 0.13 for _ = 30°, 40°, 50°, and 57°, respectively. These visually

determinedmultipliersare presentedin Table 1, along with multipliers

determinedto minimize the integralof square of the differencebetween

experimentaland scaledcalculatedcurves,and also the singlebeam X-ray R

factors for the specularbeam.25 The sets of multipliersare comparable and

compatiblewith an inelasticprocessthat becomesmore importantw#th

increasingdeparture from normal incidence,while the R factorvalues are in

the range traditionallyassociatedin LEED with reasonableagreementon curve

shape°
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The comparisonsbetweenmeasured and calculated intensitiesfor lower

energies, lOeV _ E < 40eV are, not unexpectedly,far less satisfactoryas shown

in Figure 4. The positronmean free path is rising rapidlywith decreasing

energy in this region,so the Vi = _eV model is inappropriatesince Vi is

related to the mean free path, X via9'13".

Vi = h2 [2m(E+Vo) I h21112/2mX (I)

so that a constant Vi gives X = const x E1/2. The Oliva (free-electron)model

which includes the bulk plasmon-emissionthresholdis, however, not much better

in this energy range. Both models fail to give an energy and 8 dependenceof

Vi compatiblewith the measurementsin the low-energyrange: a resultwhich,

while not unexpected,requiresdiscussion in the followingsection.

V. DISCUSSION

The comparisonsof the standard model calculationswith the observed

intensities,while qualitativelyadequate at E_3OeV, nevertheless,reveal two

shortfalls of these two models. First, even for E> 30eV a 8-dependentscaling

of the calculated intensitiesis required for a quantitativedescriptionof

the data for 6>30°. Second,the energy dependenceof the observed intensities

is poorly reproducedfor E_3OeV. In this sectionwe consider each of these

issues in turn.

The failure of the standard models to predict a decrease in the scaling

factor f with increasing8 is a symptom of their inclusiononly of bulk loss

processes. For large values of 8, the creation of surface plasmons is an

obviously importantloss processwhich is not incorporatedin the model.25

Another importantloss processwhich is not includedi_Ithe model is the

formationof positronium,i.e., the electron-positronbound state that can be

formed as a result of electron captureby the positron as it leavesthe metal

surface.27'28 In particular,Gidley et al. have shown that positronium

formationis enhancedfor positrons that scatterfrom metals when the positrons

are directed at the surfaceat near grazingangles.29 This is in keeping

with the standard picturethat positroniumformationbecomesmore likelyfor

positrons that spend a larger fractionof their time passingthroughthe

electron salvagewhere positroniumformationis not preventedby high density
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electron screening. Therefore,the primary implicationof Figure3 is the

adequacy of the standardmodel once the loss of positronsto surface loss

processes in the entrance and exit beams is incorporatedinto the calculation.

The failure of the standardmodels to reproducethe observed energy

dependence of the specular diffractedpositronsbelow E = 30eV also can be

attributed in.partto the neglectof surface-plasmonand positroniumcreation

in the calculation of Vi. Moreover,the effectivevalue of Vo in the surface

region also is influencedby these phenomena26 so these models may require

extension to encompassspatiallydependent (andprobably non-local)inner

potentials.30 In addition, the free-electronmodel of Oliva is inappropriate

for nobel metals like Cu so a more realisticmodel of bulk loss processesis

required.

Another issue of importancein the low-energyregion is that of

diffraction resonances. Surfacebarrier resonances,i.e., multiple scattering

resonances betweenthe changes in electronic potentialin the surface region

and the ion core lattice, are expected15'16 in this energy range, although

the resolution of our data is too poor for us to detect them. Another

important class of surface diffractionresonancesconsistsof those due to

multiple scatteringwithin a given layer of scatterersparallel to the surface,

i.e., intralayerscatteringresonances.13'14 The calculated intensitiesof

positrons diffracted from a single atomic Cu(111) layer with a long mean free

path within the layer are indicatedin Figure 5. The intralayerscattering

resonances evidentlyoccur in the neighborhoodof 4eV_<E<15eVand 25eV<_E<_35eV.

Both are evident, if muted, in the Vi=4eV standardmodel calculationshown in

Figure 4. Neitheraccount for the large observedmaximum in the reflected

intensities in the vicinity of 10eV_<E<_17eVevident in Figure 4. Thus, we

attributethis peak to the net effect of diffractionin the presenceof

thresholds of inelasticchannels in this energy region,with one inelastic

threshold lying below lOeV and anotheraround 12eV.

VI. SYNOPSIS

Analysis of specularlyreflectedpositronsfrom Cu(111) over a wide range

of incident angles (25°<_8<_60°) reveal that standardmodels of the diffraction

process, routinely used in LEPD and LEED structureanalyses in the literature,

give a qualitativelycorrect energy dependenceof these intensitiesfor E>_4OeV,
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but with a B-dependent multiplier to scale theory to experiment. Hence these

models suffice for the purpose for which they were constructed, i.e., structure

analyses on the basis of examining multiple diffracted beams for positrens

incident near the normal to the surface being examined. Accurate evaluation

of the absolute diffraction intensities at different values of 8 for 8 >_30° ,

requires, however, extension of the standard models to incorporate surface

loss processes, especially surface plasmon and positronium creation. Accurate

evaluation of the energy and 8 dependence of these intensities for E<.3OeV
..

probably requires incorporating the energy dependence of bulk inelastic

processes into a bulk attenuation length, accounting for the removal of

positrons from elastic channels by excitation of surface plasmons and by

positronium formation, and possibly accounting for anisotropies in the atom

scattering potentials or other effects in the diffraction process itself.
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TABLE I. Multipliersf to scale calculatedto experimentalbeam
intensitycurves,and single beam R-factorsfor the
specular beam from the Cu(111)surface

.,

Visually Multiplier
Polar Angle j Determined to Minimize Single Beam

(deg) Multiplier Square Error R-factor

30 1.0 0.99 0.068

40 0.5 0.43 0.096

50 0.18 0.20 0.053

57 0.13 0.II 0.051
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Figure Captions

F£gure,i Schematic diagramof the atomic geometry of Cu(lll) [Panel (a)],
the surface cell and iLs reciprocallatticevectorsbl, and b2, and
the associated diffractionpattern [Panel(b)]. The length o7 the
primitivesurfaceunit cellvectorsis taken to be laxI=ayl= 2.556A.
The beam positionsare shown as if intersectinga hemis_3herical
detector symmetricallypositionedabout the incidentbeam for 200
eV positronsat 8=25°, i_=24°.

Figure 2 Comparisonof the measured (squares)and calculatedspecularbeam
intensitiesfor positronsfrom Cu(111) at 8=30°,#=60°. The solid
curve is obtainedusing Vi=4eV. The cross-dashedcurve is obtained
_sit_gVi from reference10. Both curves are evaluatedusing a real
(repulsive)inner potentialof Vo=-2eV and are multiplied by a
visually deter_inedscalingfactor for compatibilitywith the
experimentalmeasurements.

Figure 3 Comparison of measured(squares) and calculatedspecularbeam
intensitiesfor positronsfrom Cu(111) at an azimuthalangle of
i_=24°. The cross-dashedcurve is calculatedusing Vi=4eV and the
solid curve using Vi from reference10. Panel (a): 8=30° scaling
factor = 1.0. Panel (b):8=40°, scalingfactor = 0.5. Panel (c):
8=50°, scalingfactor = 0.18. Panel (d): 8=57°, scaling factor =
0.13.

Figure 4 Same as Figure 3 but for a lower range of energies. Panel (a):
8=30° scaling factor = 0.78, Vo=-leV. Panel (b): 8=40° , scaling
factor = 0.50. Panel (c): 8=50:, scaling factor : 0.18. Panel
(d): 8=57° , scaling factor = 0.I, Vo=-leV.

Figure 5 Calculated specularreflectionintensitiesof positrons incidenton
a single Cu(111)monolayer. Solid curves are calculated for Vi=O.4eV
ard the dashed curves using inelasticmean free path ),=12.5Ain
Equation (i) or wave functionatt=.nuationlength 25A. Panel (a):
8:30 °, Panel (b): 8:40 °. Pane'_ (c): 8=50°.
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